Release Real BYOD
in a safe and compliant manner.
SENSE Workspace is a simple, efficient and yet highly secured
Swiss mobile solution designed for company wishing to securely mobilize
their internal or external workforce.
Sensitive data is accessed through a secured workspace, which uses
unique independent security mechanisms fully controlled by the company. As a result, company assets are protected anytime, whatever the
configuration or ownership of the device. Users keep their habits, apps
and privacy without suffering from painful device restrictions.

Key Benefits
 REAL BYOD
Deliver secure mobile productivity with full respect to user privacy and device freedom

 SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
Out-of-the-box integration with company infrastructure and systems

 SIMPLE MANAGEMENT
Focus on managing corporate workspace without worrying about device configuration

 EMM COMPATIBILITY
Deploy SENSE Workspace on top of any EMM
or as standalone solution

 DEDICATED PROTECTION
Protect sensitive assets end-to-end with dedicated banking grade security layer

 EXTENDED ENTERPRISE
Extend usage of SENSE workspace to deliver
mobile access to external workforce
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SENSE SECURE WORKSPACE
Simple. Secure. Productivity.
Secure PIM

Secure Docs

Enable workforce to manage their professional activity during business trips, including corporate emails, contacts and calendars management.

Enable workforce to securely manage
corporate documents, make annotations,
sign, share modifications and do presentations during meetings.

Secure Browser

Secure Messaging

Enable workforce to access company intranet resources and web applications like
CRM while offsite and without having to
expose them directly to the internet.

Enable mobile teams to communicate instantly in the field and share business critical information, including messages, pictures and files, to make efficient decisions.

Key Features
Business workflows

 Web based administration

 Access professional resources

 Over-the-air configuration

 Access corporate documents

 Activity reporting

 Read & annotate documents

 Device integrity control

Threats Prevention
 Prevent data sharing

 Browse intranet

Independent Security

 Browser web applications

 No reliance on device security

 Prevent unsecure caches

 Send secure messages

 Sensitive data isolation

 Prevent device zero day exploit

 Dedicated encryption

 Prevent identity theft

Easy Management

 Dedicated key management

 Prevent account takeover

 Workspace mgmt.

 Data in-transit protection

 Prevent data theft on lost devices

 Data at-rest encryption

 Prevent Jailbreak

 Strong 2 factor authentication

 Prevent App debugging

 Apps mgmt.
 Users and groups mgmt.

 Prevent unsecure backup

 Secure user activation

Who we are
Sysmosoft SA is a Swiss company
founded in 2010 with strong conviction that new mobile technologies
would fundamentally change the way
organization do business.

Sysmosoft mission is to enable
organizations to easily release business critical mobile Apps that have to
meet with strong security and compliance requirements.

Sysmosoft develops the SENSE
technology which can host, protect
and control any business Apps using
dedicated mechanisms and without
impacting the user experience.

